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this book is loaded with 36 pages of entertaining yuletide activities for kids ages 4 7 includes
crosswords hidden pictures riddles secret codes matching games search a words dot to dot pictures
matching games and other activities solutions matching and counting games doodles dot to dots
color by numbers mazes and more this big book features a different activity on nearly every page
one hundred brightly colored kid friendly images offer hours of entertainment and promote the
development of numerous critical skills including math logic and creativity locate such unlikely
objects as carrots a sea horse party cap and more in a charming scene of playful puppies find a
teddy bear clothespin spool of thread in a peaceful scene featuring a lion and its mate loads of
brain teasing diversions for older children and fun loving adults in 24 pages of cleverly hidden
items all identified in a caption beneath each charmingly rendered picture 30 easy to work
puzzles each with spaces for four or five words that form a theme types of transportation fruit
animals birds numbers flowers musical instruments and so on each crossword contains large
colorable pictures that provide hints to correct words solutions included this splendid safari of
fun features wildlife from every continent kids travel from rainforests to deserts with 34
activities mazes connect the dots coloring crosswords hidden pictures and more solutions included
if you re looking for a fun book about trains choo choo choose this one ride the rails with 25
pages of simple brainteasers including hidden pictures crosswords and connect the dots they all
feature trains you ll find a train circling a christmas tree a weird railroad station with things
not as they should be a caboose rattling along the tracks without an engine and much more
bursting with brightly colored illustrations this fun filled book is packed with more than 100
puzzles for children ages 8 to 12 includes mazes matching and word games secret codes logic
challenges and so much more solutions are included spend a day at the beach while you re
navigating mazes doing crosswords connecting dots and solving other seashore related puzzles 40
puzzles with solutions do you like puzzles then you ll love this little book you ll find 60 pairs
of illustrations with 5 small differences try to spot what s different between all this drawings
for added fun you can even color each picture this book also is very interesting for children
sharpen visual discrimination and problem solving with this colorful workbook visual
discrimination is a critical skill for social studies and scientific learning this product helps
children develop and hone that skill children observe two similar pictures and identify the
differences between them as children progress they ll begin to develop an ability to make
comparisons and identify similarities and differences help little skill seekers build a strong
foundation for academic success children will discover a hive of activity inside this big book of
busy fun thirty exciting page include mazes connect the dots and word games galore all starring
adorable insects solutions appear at the end in case anyone gets stuck and after solving the
puzzles kids can have even more fun by coloring the lively pictures enter a delightful make
believe world filled with unicorn themed puzzles that will provide hours of enchanting fun more
than 30 activities each featuring whimsical drawings of the lovable fantasy creatures include
mazes word puzzles secret codes spot the differences hidden pictures and loads of other
entertaining challenges answers included entertaining introduction to simple japanese words from
ahiru duck to yubi finger 336 ready to color illustrations accompany japanese characters and
english transliterations kids will get into the holiday spirit with these 30 charming color by
number christmas pictures great fun for home or school this book will provide hours of
entertainment for children ages 4 to 7 lively little monsters star in 30 playful activities
including mazes connect the dots spot the differences secret codes and more the pictures are fun
to color too solutions kids can count marilyn mermaid s fish friends pick out the set of triplets
among a group of mermaids and solve other puzzles filled with whimsical pictures of these
mythical sea creatures more than 30 activities include mazes word puzzles secret codes spot the
differences hidden pictures and more the cheerful pictures are great for coloring too solutions
included do you like puzzles then you ll love this little book you ll find 60 pairs of
illustrations with 5 small differences try to spot what s different between all this drawings
this book also is very interesting for children sharpen visual discrimination and problem solving
with this colorful workbook visual discrimination is a critical skill for social studies and
scientific learning this product helps children develop and hone that skill children observe two
similar pictures and identify the differences between them as children progress they ll begin to
develop an ability to make comparisons and identify similarities and differences help little
skill seekers build a strong foundation for academic success here s a sturdy easy to assemble
paper toy that will provide hours of fun and imaginative adventure for any child step by step
instructions and simple exploded diagrams explain how to cut fold and glue each part enabling
youngsters to assemble their very own castle twenty four delightfully drawn tableaux with
ingeniously concealed objects a near sighted giant s mislaid glasses tools belonging to an absent
minded tree house builder many other items sharp eyed youngsters will delight in playing
detective with this fun filled book which offers more than 50 challenging spot the differences
puzzles cinderella alice in wonderland and other famous characters from children s stories appear
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in half of the puzzles while the other half features a surfing rhino a parrot sailor and dozens
of more animal antics the pictures are great for coloring too solutions included kids can enjoy
coloring pages doodle prompts twisty mazes alphabet and number challenges and much much more with
this amazing activity book many of the playful illustrations are great for coloring too printed
in bright vibrant colors the 100 activities also help develop counting skills and fosters
creativity spot the differences between two pictures guide a pirate to his treasure and figure
out a secret code forty six puzzle pages include word searches hidden pictures matching games and
other challenges do you like puzzles then you ll love this little book you ll find 45 pairs of
illustrations with small differences try to spot what s different between drawings of a dog and
his friend fluttering butterflies and more for added fun you can even color each picture fun fun
fun fun and challenging mazes for kids is packed with mazes to entertain stimulate and challenge
your kids these mazes can help improve fine motor skills problem solving skills and visual
perceptual skills glossy cover paperback cover dozens of mazes word searches crosswords and other
puzzles feature sleek futuristic cars the flashy vehicles offer plenty of coloring fun and
include a pair of street racers to cut out and customize challenging visual puzzles ask players
to locate cowboy hats lost on a windy day find an ice cream cone straw hat and sunglasses lost in
a snowbound landscape and more 24 puzzles clues and solutions included these little princesses
are out andabout on all kinds of adventures butthey could use some direction helpthem avoid
getting lost while navigatinga series of twisted paths throughmagical gardens mystical castles
andother enchanting landscapes thirty sixmazes pose entertaining challenges forchildren ages 7 to
10 solutions dover original the perfect traveling companion for families on the go 40 different
globe hopping activities include riddles mazes word games a crossword puzzle and time challenge
plus spot the differences dot to dot and color by number pictures also includes a personal diary
section to help children remember their adventures on the road 6x6 puzzle grid size 110 puzzles
with solutions 1 puzzles each page totale 140 pages book size 8 5 x 11 in 21 59 x 27 94 cm
paperback matte cover print on quality white paper easy to read this activity book offers a happy
mixture of garden themed mazes dot to dots word games and creative coloring pages plus 50
colorful stickers of flowers vegetables fruits insects and other playful images the follow up to
game on awesome activities for clever kids this book serves up a second helping of baffling brain
games for ages 8 to 12 more than 100 colorful puzzles feature all kinds of kid friendly themes
and activities including unique and challenging crosswords secret codes word scrambles spot the
differences mazes and much more it s the perfect book for at home or on the go and the fun starts
with just a pencil no electricity or batteries needed complete solutions appear at the end of the
book if you ve got a box you ve got it made with step by step instructions and hundreds of
illustrations this book can help kids transform a cardboard box into easy to make playthings and
teach them firsthand about recycling start with the basics a box and an imagination tissue boxes
cereal boxes corrugated boxes and cardboard boxes can all be put to good use then just follow
directions for dozens of projects the possibilities are endless thinking beyond the box kids can
make a puppet stage sports car propeller airplane robot tin man costume moon suit giant dragon
miniature golf game musical box band and much more it all adds up to enjoying a fun day in an
earth friendly way a creative environmental lesson that kids will love join these active kids for
coloring fun as they work in their garden planting fruits vegetables and flowers you ll also find
a variety of puzzles including mazes dot to dots word games hidden pictures and other
brainteasers in addition over a dozen journal pages offer the chance to record your own special
notes about nature find common objects in unusual places including a happy face in a desert
environment and a horseshoe on a squirrel s tail 13 colorable puzzles with solutions a collection
of thirty six maze puzzles in which a variety of animals attempt to reach given goals
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The Ultimate Dot-To-Dot Book (Dover Children's Activity Books)

2005-05-06

this book is loaded with 36 pages of entertaining yuletide activities for kids ages 4 7 includes
crosswords hidden pictures riddles secret codes matching games search a words dot to dot pictures
matching games and other activities solutions

Christmas Fun Activity Book

2015-07-15

matching and counting games doodles dot to dots color by numbers mazes and more this big book
features a different activity on nearly every page one hundred brightly colored kid friendly
images offer hours of entertainment and promote the development of numerous critical skills
including math logic and creativity

U. S. A. Secret Code Puzzles for Kids (Dover Children's Activity
Books)

2014-08-20

locate such unlikely objects as carrots a sea horse party cap and more in a charming scene of
playful puppies find a teddy bear clothespin spool of thread in a peaceful scene featuring a lion
and its mate loads of brain teasing diversions for older children and fun loving adults in 24
pages of cleverly hidden items all identified in a caption beneath each charmingly rendered
picture

100 Fun Activities--Red

2020-06-17

30 easy to work puzzles each with spaces for four or five words that form a theme types of
transportation fruit animals birds numbers flowers musical instruments and so on each crossword
contains large colorable pictures that provide hints to correct words solutions included

The Ultimate Hidden Picture Puzzle Book (Dover Children's
Activity Books)

1990-04-01

this splendid safari of fun features wildlife from every continent kids travel from rainforests
to deserts with 34 activities mazes connect the dots coloring crosswords hidden pictures and more
solutions included

Hidden Pictures

2001-03-01

if you re looking for a fun book about trains choo choo choose this one ride the rails with 25
pages of simple brainteasers including hidden pictures crosswords and connect the dots they all
feature trains you ll find a train circling a christmas tree a weird railroad station with things
not as they should be a caboose rattling along the tracks without an engine and much more

Crossword Puzzles

2001-03-01

bursting with brightly colored illustrations this fun filled book is packed with more than 100
puzzles for children ages 8 to 12 includes mazes matching and word games secret codes logic
challenges and so much more solutions are included
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Wild Animals Activity Book

2008-07-01

spend a day at the beach while you re navigating mazes doing crosswords connecting dots and
solving other seashore related puzzles 40 puzzles with solutions

All Aboard! Trains Activity and Coloring Book

2006-10-01

do you like puzzles then you ll love this little book you ll find 60 pairs of illustrations with
5 small differences try to spot what s different between all this drawings for added fun you can
even color each picture this book also is very interesting for children sharpen visual
discrimination and problem solving with this colorful workbook visual discrimination is a
critical skill for social studies and scientific learning this product helps children develop and
hone that skill children observe two similar pictures and identify the differences between them
as children progress they ll begin to develop an ability to make comparisons and identify
similarities and differences help little skill seekers build a strong foundation for academic
success

Game On! Awesome Activities for Clever Kids

2018-08-15

children will discover a hive of activity inside this big book of busy fun thirty exciting page
include mazes connect the dots and word games galore all starring adorable insects solutions
appear at the end in case anyone gets stuck and after solving the puzzles kids can have even more
fun by coloring the lively pictures

Seashore Activity Book

2005-07

enter a delightful make believe world filled with unicorn themed puzzles that will provide hours
of enchanting fun more than 30 activities each featuring whimsical drawings of the lovable
fantasy creatures include mazes word puzzles secret codes spot the differences hidden pictures
and loads of other entertaining challenges answers included

Find Differences Book for Kids

2020-02-04

entertaining introduction to simple japanese words from ahiru duck to yubi finger 336 ready to
color illustrations accompany japanese characters and english transliterations

Bugs Activity and Coloring Book

2007-10-19

kids will get into the holiday spirit with these 30 charming color by number christmas pictures
great fun for home or school this book will provide hours of entertainment for children ages 4 to
7

The Ultimate Maze Book (Dover Children's Activity Books)

2005-09-01

lively little monsters star in 30 playful activities including mazes connect the dots spot the
differences secret codes and more the pictures are fun to color too solutions

Unicorns Awesome Activity Book

2018-11-14
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kids can count marilyn mermaid s fish friends pick out the set of triplets among a group of
mermaids and solve other puzzles filled with whimsical pictures of these mythical sea creatures
more than 30 activities include mazes word puzzles secret codes spot the differences hidden
pictures and more the cheerful pictures are great for coloring too solutions included

My First Hiragana Activity Book

2000-01-01

do you like puzzles then you ll love this little book you ll find 60 pairs of illustrations with
5 small differences try to spot what s different between all this drawings this book also is very
interesting for children sharpen visual discrimination and problem solving with this colorful
workbook visual discrimination is a critical skill for social studies and scientific learning
this product helps children develop and hone that skill children observe two similar pictures and
identify the differences between them as children progress they ll begin to develop an ability to
make comparisons and identify similarities and differences help little skill seekers build a
strong foundation for academic success

Christmas Color by Number

2015-08-19

here s a sturdy easy to assemble paper toy that will provide hours of fun and imaginative
adventure for any child step by step instructions and simple exploded diagrams explain how to cut
fold and glue each part enabling youngsters to assemble their very own castle

EEK! Monsters Activity Book

2017-11-15

twenty four delightfully drawn tableaux with ingeniously concealed objects a near sighted giant s
mislaid glasses tools belonging to an absent minded tree house builder many other items

Magical Mermaids Activity Book

2019-12-18

sharp eyed youngsters will delight in playing detective with this fun filled book which offers
more than 50 challenging spot the differences puzzles cinderella alice in wonderland and other
famous characters from children s stories appear in half of the puzzles while the other half
features a surfing rhino a parrot sailor and dozens of more animal antics the pictures are great
for coloring too solutions included

Spot the Difference Book for Kids

2020-02-04

kids can enjoy coloring pages doodle prompts twisty mazes alphabet and number challenges and much
much more with this amazing activity book many of the playful illustrations are great for
coloring too printed in bright vibrant colors the 100 activities also help develop counting
skills and fosters creativity

Easy-to-Make Castle

1987-09-01

spot the differences between two pictures guide a pirate to his treasure and figure out a secret
code forty six puzzle pages include word searches hidden pictures matching games and other
challenges

The Ultimate Hidden Picture Puzzle Book

1990-01-01

do you like puzzles then you ll love this little book you ll find 45 pairs of illustrations with
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small differences try to spot what s different between drawings of a dog and his friend
fluttering butterflies and more for added fun you can even color each picture

Find the Impostor Activity Book

2018-12-18

fun fun fun fun and challenging mazes for kids is packed with mazes to entertain stimulate and
challenge your kids these mazes can help improve fine motor skills problem solving skills and
visual perceptual skills glossy cover paperback cover

Easy Carpentry Projects for Children (Dover Children's Activity
Books)

1986-04-01

dozens of mazes word searches crosswords and other puzzles feature sleek futuristic cars the
flashy vehicles offer plenty of coloring fun and include a pair of street racers to cut out and
customize

100 Fun Activities--Blue

2020-06-17

challenging visual puzzles ask players to locate cowboy hats lost on a windy day find an ice
cream cone straw hat and sunglasses lost in a snowbound landscape and more 24 puzzles clues and
solutions included

SPARK Game Time! Puzzles & Activities

2018-02-15

these little princesses are out andabout on all kinds of adventures butthey could use some
direction helpthem avoid getting lost while navigatinga series of twisted paths throughmagical
gardens mystical castles andother enchanting landscapes thirty sixmazes pose entertaining
challenges forchildren ages 7 to 10 solutions dover original

What's Different?

2021-06-28

the perfect traveling companion for families on the go 40 different globe hopping activities
include riddles mazes word games a crossword puzzle and time challenge plus spot the differences
dot to dot and color by number pictures also includes a personal diary section to help children
remember their adventures on the road

Fun and Challenging Mazes for Kids

2021-03-23

6x6 puzzle grid size 110 puzzles with solutions 1 puzzles each page totale 140 pages book size 8
5 x 11 in 21 59 x 27 94 cm paperback matte cover print on quality white paper easy to read

Car Crazy

2012-04-18

this activity book offers a happy mixture of garden themed mazes dot to dots word games and
creative coloring pages plus 50 colorful stickers of flowers vegetables fruits insects and other
playful images
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Hidden Picture Challenge

2000-02-01

the follow up to game on awesome activities for clever kids this book serves up a second helping
of baffling brain games for ages 8 to 12 more than 100 colorful puzzles feature all kinds of kid
friendly themes and activities including unique and challenging crosswords secret codes word
scrambles spot the differences mazes and much more it s the perfect book for at home or on the go
and the fun starts with just a pencil no electricity or batteries needed complete solutions
appear at the end of the book

Princess Mazes

2012-12-19

if you ve got a box you ve got it made with step by step instructions and hundreds of
illustrations this book can help kids transform a cardboard box into easy to make playthings and
teach them firsthand about recycling start with the basics a box and an imagination tissue boxes
cereal boxes corrugated boxes and cardboard boxes can all be put to good use then just follow
directions for dozens of projects the possibilities are endless thinking beyond the box kids can
make a puppet stage sports car propeller airplane robot tin man costume moon suit giant dragon
miniature golf game musical box band and much more it all adds up to enjoying a fun day in an
earth friendly way a creative environmental lesson that kids will love

Vacation Fun Activity Book

2007-05-01

join these active kids for coloring fun as they work in their garden planting fruits vegetables
and flowers you ll also find a variety of puzzles including mazes dot to dots word games hidden
pictures and other brainteasers in addition over a dozen journal pages offer the chance to record
your own special notes about nature

Mini Sudoku For Kids 6x6 110 Puzzles

2020-05-27

find common objects in unusual places including a happy face in a desert environment and a
horseshoe on a squirrel s tail 13 colorable puzzles with solutions

Color and Garden Activity Book with 50 Stickers!

2012-03-14

a collection of thirty six maze puzzles in which a variety of animals attempt to reach given
goals

Game On! MORE Awesome Activities for Clever Kids

2019-02-13

What's Different?

2002-08-29

Outside the Box!

2013-06-18
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Little Gardener Activity & Coloring Book

2019-03-20

Wildlife Hidden Pictures

2004-09-01

Animal Mazes

1991-01-01
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